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Abstract
This document contains the guidelines for preparation of full papers for the 6th International
Conference on Contemporary Problems of Thermal Engineering - CPOTE2020. The instructions apply
to all contributions, i.e. invited plenary and contributed papers. Template files are available on the
conference website and can be downloaded for MS-Word processors. The instructions define the
layout of the papers and the way of submission. Please mark the corresponding author with an
asterisk* on the title page. Authors are kindly requested to prepare the manuscript using this template.
The abstract should not exceed the first page of the manuscript.
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Introduction

This document contains the guidelines for preparing a full paper for the 6th International Conference on
Contemporary Problems of Thermal Engineering - CPOTE2020. To prepare a full paper for the
CPOTE2020, you should follow the appearance of the present document. All papers must be written in
English. The length of the article should not exceed 12 pages.

2

Submission

The way of submission of a full paper is through the conference webpage (https://sconferences.eu/cpote2020).
Only papers formatted according to the present guidelines can be accepted.

2.1

Publication

Papers submitted to the CPOTE2020 will be a subject of the normal reviewing procedure. A set of
contributed papers will be selected by Scientific Committee for post-conference publication in a
Regular Journal or Special Issues of:

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
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ASME Journal of Energy Resources Technology,
ELSEVIER Applied Thermal Engineering,
ELSEVIER Energy,
ELSEVIER Energy and Buildings,
ELSEVIER Renewable Energy,
ELSEVIER International Journal of Hydrogen Exergy,
ELSEVIER Journal of Sustainable Mining,
INDERSCIENCE International Journal of Exergy,
Journal of Power Technologies.
Civil and Environmental Engineering Reports,

Layout

3.1

Format

The paper size is A4 – make sure that the settings in your word processor and PDF-converter are
selected accordingly. The margins etc. can be seen from the present document (Top and Bottom
2.5 cm; Left and Right 2.5 cm). The font is “Times New Roman”, the size to be used is 11 pt. Direct
formatting styles are listed in Table 1.

3.2

Title Page

The title page must give the title of the paper, all authors with their affiliation(s), five keywords, and
the abstract. The abstract must fit onto the first page. The corresponding author should be marked with
an asterisk*. In the upper right-hand corner, the conference name and location are printed. The title
page shall appear as the first page of this document.
3.2.1

Equations

List of symbols can be placed below the equations or at the end of the article in section Nomenclature.
Equations should also be numbered consecutively, and centred as presented by Eq.(1).

𝑃𝑘,𝑒𝑙 =
𝑚̇𝑘
𝑁𝑒𝑙
𝑃𝑘,𝑒𝑙
3.2.2

𝑚̇𝑘
𝑁𝑒𝑙

(1)

stream of k-th harmful substance leaving balance boundary of power unit, kg/s,
net electric power, kW,
amount of k-th harmful substance burdening the production of electricity, kg/kJ.
Tables and Figures

Tables and Figures should be centred, numbered consecutively, and have captions (see Figure 1 and
Table 1). Please do not abbreviate the words “Figure” and “Table”. Tables should be as simple as
possible (shaded areas should be avoided; fancy frames or borders around tables should not be used).

Figure 1: Logo of CPOTE2020
Table 1: Direct formatting styles
Style
CPOTE_Title
CPOTE_Authors
CPOTE_Affiliation
CPOTE_KeyWords_Abstract
CPOTE_1Heading
CPOTE_1Heading_Notnumbered
CPOTE_2Heading
CPOTE_3Heading
CPOTE_Body_Text
CPOTE_Tab_and_Fig
CPOTE_Table_content
CPOTE_References
CPOTE_Nomenclature

Font
Times New Roman 14, Bold
Times New Roman 11, Bold
Times New Roman 11
Times New Roman 11
Times New Roman 14, Bold
Times New Roman 14, Bold
Times New Roman 12, Bold
Times New Roman 11, Bold
Times New Roman 11
Times New Roman 11, Italic
Times New Roman 11
Times New Roman 11
Times New Roman 11

Please insert an empty line (enter) below a table if it is followed by body text. In the case when some
object (figure or table) is not legible enough or is exceptionally big to be contained in proposed page
format, authors may place the object in a landscape page.

3.3

Citations

Citations should be given according to the examples in the section “References” for articles in journals
[1] and proceedings [2] as well as for books [3] and websites [4].

Appendix A
Technical details that are necessary to include, but interrupt the flow of the article, may be consigned
to an appendix.

Nomenclature
If symbols are used extensively, paper should have a separate Nomenclature section placed near the
end of the document. All symbols should be listed in an alphabetic order.
𝑁𝑒𝑙
𝑃𝑘,𝑒𝑙

net electric power, kW,
amount of k-th harmful substance burdening the production of electricity, kg/kJ.
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